IMPReSS, an optimization-based production planning system at Harris Corporation's semiconductor sector, generates capacity-feasible production schedules for a worldwide manufacturing network and quotes product delivery dates in response to customer inquiries. The planning engine of IMPReSS is the Berkeley Planning System (BPS), which models the problem in a form that permits linear programming optimization. BPS embeds formulation techniques for planning the requirements of binning and substitutable products, for representing dynamic capacity consumption by reentrant process flows, and for developing multiple optimization calculations that reflect marketing priorities. It uses a heuristic decomposition strategy to break the overall problem into several manageable calculations. Its implementation raised on-time deliveries of line items from 75 to 95 percent without increasing inventories, enabled the sector to expand its markets and its market share, and helped move the sector from a loss of $75 million to profit of over $40 million annually. Harris now had to provide competitive ontime delivery performance over a much greater product mix.
To achieve operational economies, the sector needed to concentrate like process technologies for the Harris, RCA, and GE product lines in common manufacturing facilities and to rationalize the newly combined factory and distribution networks.
Given the huge size of the acquisition and the debt load involved, sector managers wanted to make these economies quickly.
Unfortunately, the manufacturing databases, control systems, and planning systems in use at GESS and at Harris were different and very difficult to integrate. They could not simply select one set of systems and immediately begin using it to manage all manufacturing facilities and all product lines of the combined company.
After the merger, production planners had to cope with data provided in multiple formats on multiple systems and, in some cases/ cope with serious gaps in informa- 
A Global Planning Project
Sector executives took action. In mid-1989 they asked the sector manufacturing systems department to perform a global planning system study. The study was to define the scope and requirements of an efficient, integrated production-planning and delivery-quotation system serving the entire sector, to review available software and planning methodologies, and to make prompt recommendations for an implementation plan.
The study found that the newly expanded sector was selling more than 10,000 finished goods produced in a factory network including more than 30 manufacturing facilities in the United States and Asia. Planning and delivery quotation was decentralized and conducted with a myriad of systems, policies, and personnel.
The sector employed two large MRP systems, one for a subset of the former Harris facilities and one for a subset of the former GESS facilities. Many smaller MRP-like spreadsheet analyses were performed by factory planners. Data on demand, work in process, inventory, and capacity were weak in quality and were judged differently by various participants. Working out a plan inevitably involved meetings to negotiate differences, leading to multiple planning iterations. Sector-wide planning cycles were undertaken only once a month and consumed two weeks or more. Quotations and delivery commitments were often little more than judgments made by planners who were forced to work with incomplete information.
Observing practices in other firms in the industry, the study found that most large semiconductor companies had developed their own applications for company-wide production planning, generally following an architecture similar to that of commercially marketed MRP II systems. Developing and implementing these systems had taken years and a large staff. All were operated on main-frame computers, tended to by a large staff who maintained and improved the applications. One company was willing to negotiate selling its planning system to Harris. IMPReSS incorporates a number of subsystems and databases that collectively accomplish automated planning (Figure 1 ).
At the center of IMPReSS is the planning engine, a batch application that calculates a companywide production plan when given certain inputs from supporting systems. All the manufacturing areas located around the world can be scheduled in a single planning cycle of the engine.
An on-line system for quotation, order entry, and customer shipment maintains in real time a schedule of product availability, that is, a schedule of the uncommitted portion of the production plan. As inquiries are received from customers, the system calculates the best delivery schedule it can offer and then reserves this supply for the customer, somewhat akin to the way an airline reservation system works. If a customer places an order, it processes the order and includes it on the "order board," a list of current customer commitments; otherwise, the reservation is cancelled and the supply reverts back to the availability. This system also prioritizes shipments to customers from finished goods inventory, furnishing order picking lists to the product distribution centers.
Most other information flows within
IMPReSS occur in batch mode. The order tioned into subsets of demands with different priorities from a sales or marketing viewpoint, and the relative priorities of these demand subsets need to be expressed to the planning engine. As an obvious example, dernands representing customer orders should take priority over demands representing the unrealized (and uncertain) portion of sales forecasts. As another example, a forecast for sales of a high-margin custom product should have higher priority than a forecast for sales of a lowmargin commodity product, given that the two forecasts are equally reliable. The demands communicated to the planning engine by the forecast system are therefore Figure 1 : Information flows between systems that make up IMPReSS are shown as arrows. In a planning cycle, the planning engine receives demand and priority inputs from the demand forecast system. Factory floor systems provide inputs concerning factory capabilities and status (yields, cycle times, capacities, work in process, and static inventory status). The raw materials system provides inputs concerning the availability of materials. The bill of materials system provides inputs concerning the product structure and sourcing rules. The planning engine provides the planned product availability to the quotation and order entry system and factory schedules to the factory floor systems and the raw materials system. An on-line quotation and order entry system provides delivery quotations to customers, accepts customer orders, and sends pick lists to the distribution centers. in process (WIP) and static product inventory. These systems include applications to convert WIP into an equivalent projected out schedule (a WIP-out projection) for the manufacturing area. These systems also include databases for maintaining models of factory capability. These models describe the routes followed by products through the factory, including relevant data about the operations on each route, such as manufacturing yields, lead times (hereafter called cycle times, the standard terminology in the industry), equipment processing rates, and equipment capacities. They pass these data to the planning engine in a standard format. After calculating a worldwide plan, the planning engine passes back to each factory schedules of starts and outs (that is, schedules of lot releases and completions) for which it will be held accountable. (1) requirements planning in which inventory and work in process are subtracted from the prioritized demands to determine net demands for new starts in back-end and front-end production; (2) capacitated loading, in which the net demands are loaded onto the factories according to the priorities subiect to resource availabilities; and (3) computation of the availability, in which order board demands are subtracted from the production plan to determine the supply of products available for new delivery quotations.
Quotation and
backwards through the product structure, which the requirements for new factory with allocations of factory WIP-out projecstarts are mitigated by the factory capacity tions and static inventory determining models and materials limitations to deterprioritized net requirements at each level mine the best scheduled response to the of the bill of materials. marketing demands and priorities. After Semiconductor manufacturing may be making this calculation for all manufacturthought of as a two-stage process: (1) fabing areas, the planning engine combines ricating integrated circuit structures on siliworldwide planned output of finished con wafers and testing the circuits (wafer goods with the finished goods inventory to fab and wafer probe), and (2) In this simplistic example of requirements planning through binning structures, we consider a product structure of one source product, two bins ind two finished goods. The demands in time periods 1 and 2 for finished goods types 1 and 2 must be translated into net demands for the source product. The input flow of the source product must satisfy the given, required outflows of finished goods. Bin 1, which corresponds to the electrical requirerients of finished good type 1, is suitable for filling demands for either finished good typefbin 2 is suitable only for finished good type 2. The flow of source product is split itrto Uittt according to fixed percentages, here, 20 percent to bin 1 and 80 percent to bin 2. For simplicity, therels no initial inventory or work in process/ and the manufacturing cycle time is zero. The pattern of arcs and nodes in the figure represents the product structure for nonbinning products. Open nodes designate points of change in the product structure. In-line arcs with no arrowheads denote manufacturing process flows in which there are no changes in the product structure. For example, a wafer fab process and a follow-on probe process foim a process flow' Arcs with arrowheads on them denote possible allocation flows fiom completed source product to various follow-on products.
January-February 7996 t7 vacant for many types of products, but it is useful for planning production of product families involving gate-arrays, read-only memory (ROM) codes, and epitaxial base wafers.
At corporate inventory points, where the product structure changes, the planning engine must allocate completed product to follow-on uses, depending on the demands. The planning engine specifies product starts and outs at these points. Figure 5: The pattern of arcs and nodes in this figure represents the product structure for products featuring binning. The solid nodes in the product structure represent bin splits, at which the fractions of source product flowing to output products are prespecified characteristics of the manufacturing process. The product structure for binned products can be used to model nonbinning products, with appropriate conventions:
For nonbinning wafer-probe processes, one graded die type is generated with a 100 percent bin split; for nonbinning packaged devices, one binned packaged device is generated with a 100 percent bin split; and the initial test process flow for such pack- Harris has a number of front-end and back-end sites. It can produce certain die types at more than one front-end site; much less commonly, it can produce certain finished goods types at more than one back-end site (at most two). Typically it produces low-volume die types in only one front-end fab but often produces highvolume die types in two or more fabs, distributing the manufacturing volume to use capacity efficiently.
The sector produces two broad categories of products, each with their own separate set of factories. Each of the two sets of factories is termed a manufacturing network, for which the planning engine can prepare production plans separately.
Marketing Priorities and Controls
The total demand for any product in a in practice, about four or five classes is enough to generate desirable plans, and further partitioning tends to have no effect
To the IMPReSS team, the poor data quality came as a shock.
on generated plans. For example, planners might define separate classes for order board, undated order requests, safety-stock replenishments, the reliable portion of sales forecasts as yet unconsumed by orders, and the remainder of sales forecasts.
Dividing forecasts into two classes insures that availability is generated for more reliable forecasts first, with additional availability generated for more speculative forecasts only as capacity permits. The scheduled production starts in each planning period are modeled as a constant raie. The target starts .o*" g"our"ted by BPS is thus piecewise linear. The actual starts curve is a stair function with steps-corresponding to releases of production lots. BPS assumes the total quantity of wafer staits in each period is distributed uniformly over the period.
End Period 1 against which we can judge manufacturing's on-time delivery performance. Analogously, we can map the starts curve into a workload curve at each operation in the process flow.
We will use a simple example to explain the BPS model for capacity analysis. A particular machine type performs four different operations in a particular wafer fab process flow. Table 1 Here, terms with subscripts smaller than one refer to starts made in time periods already past, that is, to WIP. Thus the capacity model can comprehend the competition for capacity between WIP and new starts. The coefficients on starts variables in the t20 All such approaches to decomposition can erode optimality, and so we exercised care in devising a decomposition strategy. We used the following rationale for the heuristic decomposition scheme within BPS:
(1) Only a small number of finished goods types can be produced in more than one Leachman and Goncalves [1989] describes the algorithm that derives the starts curve from the output curve.
We originally formulated the allocation of die to back-end sites that occurs within Module 3 as a separate optimization model, but subsequently we incorporated it into the capacitated loading formulation.
We indexed die demands tendered to the formulation by back-end site, and incorpo_ rated the binning and substitution product structures at die bank into the formulation.
Our decomposition scheme effectively breaks the planning problem into tractable pieces. Figure 8 : BPS performs rate-based requirements planning' It uses aloninteger lead time corresponding to the process flow cycle time to tran_slate the output requirements curve into a starts requirerients cuive. The ideal starts curve is the direct translation of the output curve by the ,rorrint"g., lead time, but it is not rate based in the given planning periods' The BPS starts curve is a rate-based schedule that lies below the usual MRP curve computed using roundedup integer lead times. We formulate the case of a single source product generated by a single process flow. Associated with the source product, we allow an arbitrary number of bins serving an arbitrary number of finished goods according to a given accept bin table. For simplicity of exposition, we first formulate the case where all demands for which net requirements are to be computed belong to only one demand class, labelled class r. We define the parameters of the formulation as follows: ar : the last time period in which projected WIP-outs of bins of the source product will enter class stores, and the first possible period of bin supply at class stores from planned starts of the source product. (We allow this overlap.) ai : the bin split to bin type i, that is, the expected fraction of completed source product ending up in bin type i, defined for all bin types i of the source product.
di, : the demand in class r for finished goods typef in period t, t : l, 2, . . ., T. r, : the projected WIP-out of source productin period t, t : 7, 2, . . ., zt,.
Pit : the discounted unit revenue for demands in class r of finished goods type I in period.
t,t:1,2,...,T.
c, = the discounted unit production cost of the source product. hir : the holding cost per unit of bin type i in class stores inventory at the end of period f, t:1,,2,...,T. We define the variables of the requirements planning formulation as follows. (The superscript r on each variable designates that the variable belongs to the formulation to plan requirements for demands in class r.) Xi : the quantity of source product to be completed in planning period f, t:w,w+1,...,T. Yi, : the allocation of bin type i to finished goods type i in time period f, defined for each bin type-finished goods type combination appearing in the accept bin table,
11. : the inventorv of leftover bins of type i at the end of period t, t : 1,2, . . . , T. BO:. = the amount of back orders of finished gurds tvpe i at the end of period f, t = 1.).. .T. \4'e use the notation i e r to denote that bin tvpe i is an accept bin for finished goods tvpe 1. l\'e also use the notation r € i to denote that finished goods n'pe I is a possible use of bin tvpe r. l{e then define the obiective funchon and constraints of the basic requirements planning formulation as follou's: The objective of the formulation measures discounted cash flows for sales revenues, production costs, and inventory holding costs. The coefficient on an allocation variable in the oblective function is the discounted unit revenue associated with the finished goods type receiving the allocation. There are no costs on back-order variables in the formulation. The objective is thus one of maximizing discounted cash flow, including discounted revenue from allocation to demands, less the discounted costs of production of source product and the inventory holding costs for bin inventories. Constraints (1) enforce inventory balance of each bin in each time period. Constraints (2) measure the demand satisfaction of each finished goods type. The particular form of the these constraints also depends on the type of demand class involved, as discussed in the text of the article. Constraints (3) are the usual nonnegativity constraints.
To extend the formulation to the case of multiple demand classes, we formulate the requirements planning problem for all demand classes as a single linear program, including separate variables and constraints indexed by demand class, and including the objective functions for each class combined into a single objective. In such a consolidated formulation, we define the demand quantities in the constraints for each class to be cumulative over all higher-priority classes and the variables for each class in each time period to represent the total production, allocation, inventory, and back-order levels serving the indexed class as well as all higher-priority classes. In addition to the constraints discussed above, we add constraints expressing consistency between cumulative requirements calculated for consecutive classes to the formulation, as follows: t > x"> These constraints state that at the end of each time period, the cumulative production of each source product to meet the demands in classes l, 2, . .. , r must be greater than or equal to the cumulative production of each source product to meet the demands in classes 1, 2, . . ., r -l. The result of solving such a formulation defines the production requirements servicing demands in classes 1,2, . . . , r, where r ranges up to the total number of demand classes R.
Capacitated Loading of Prioritized Demands
We illustrate the basics of the proposed capacitated loading procedure for a singlestage system, that is, assuming there is only one process flow between raw materials start and finished goods. Suppose we Z Yii, iej t t are given demand classes 1, 2, . .. , R. We define R linear programming models to load demands in classes 7, 2, . . ., r, r : l, 2, . . . , R, respectively. The basic strategy is to solve the loading models in numerical order. Model 1 loads demands in class 1 as on-time as possible. Model 2 then loads demands in both classes 1 and 2 as ontime as possible. We constrain the solution of loading model 2 to support demands in class 1 at least as much as does the solution of model 1. This process of incremental loading is continued until an overall production plan is specified by the optimal solution to model R.
For simplicity of exposition, we assume products and process flows are one-to-one. We introduce the following variables for the rth formulation: r,{, = starts of product i (process flow i) planned from loading demands in classes 1,, 2, . .. , r in the period ending at time t, dehned for all i and for t : 7, 2,...,7.
llr : inventory of completed product i at time f, relative to demands in classes 1, 2, . . .,r, defined for all i and for f : 1, 2,...,T-1,.
BOit : back orders of product I at time f, relative to demands in classes 1,2, . . . , r, defined for all I and for t : 1', 2, . . ., T. We also introduce the following shorthand notation for various linear combinations of the process starts variables that arise when we map process outs and operation loads to process starts: fr : output of product i (process flow i) planned from loading demands in classes l, 2, . .. , r in period ending at time f.
rf;1 : ?mount processed through operation i of process flow i planned from loading demands in classes 1, 2, . .. , r in period ending at time f. Leachman [1993] provides formulas for these linear combinations as a function of given cycle time, yield, and factory calendar data. These formulas constitute the dynantic production functiorrs modeling semiconductor processing flows.
We introduce the following parameters for the rth formulation: D|, : cumulative demand for product i (process flow l) at time f, cumulative both over classes 1,2, . .. , r and over time, defined for all I and for t : 7, 2, . . .,T. di denotes the demand in classes 1, 2, . . ., r f.or product i in period t. Boi;1 = optimal value of the back-order variable for product i at time I in the linear program for demands in classes 1, 2, ...,r-7.
BOit : upper bound on the back orders of product i at time f, relative to demands in classes 7,2, . . . , r.We formulate the requirement that service to demands in classes I, 2, . . ., r -| must not be diminished when solving loading model r as the condition that BO',,, . BOi, : B]iil + Di, -D'it.
This constraint expresses that fact that back orders can rise by no more than the increment in demand in the current class; otherwise, higher-priority demands are being back ordered more than necessary. Note that this constraint does not require a row in the formulation matrix for loading model r; instead, it is invoked by placing the simple upper bound BOi' on the backorder variable BOi,. C1, : capacitv of resource k in period f, expressed in units of resource hours. a,;. : hours of resource tvpe k required to perform operation t of process flow i in time penod t, per unit of process flow i. pi, : discounted pnce for sales in period f of product i in demand class r. c;, : discounted unit ccxt for starts of product i in period t. ftir = holding cost for inventon' of completed product i at the end of period f, including the difference between dis-counted revenues in periods f and f + 1. bi : cost per unit back ordered of product i in period f, based onpl,. Each of the R loading models seeks to maximize discounted cash flows subiect to demand and capacity constraints. Capacitated loading model r is formulated as follows: Maximize L L pi,xi, -ci,xl, -huli, -blBoit. (1) > Z a,inZi,'Cr,, all k, all t, e) fr, + ti.,-r -Boi,,-, -ti,, * Boi,t: dit, all i, all t, The objective function of the formulation maximizes cash flows from sales, manufacturing and inventory. Back-order costs are nonzero only in formulations for order board and inventory classes of demands, while sales prices and unit costs for production starts are nonzero only for formulations of forecast classes. In the objec, tive of formulations for forecast classes, discounted sales revenue is computed as discounted price times production output; however, output left in inventory at the end of the period is assessed an inventory holding cost that includes the loss in discounted revenue from the current period to the next. In all formulations, inventory variables are not defined in period T; that is, all production output is sold eventually. In this way, all sales are assigned the correct discounted revenue.
Constraints (1) express the resource capacity limits. Constraints (2) measure the inventory and back-order positions of each product relative to its demands. Constraints (3) express upper bounds on the back-order variables, insuring that service provided to higher priority demand classes, as determined in the solution to the previous formulation, is maintained in the solution to the current formulation. Constraints (4) express the usual nonnegativity conditions on variables. An additional constraint must be added to the forrnulation requiring the production system to enter a steady state at the horizon. The usual implicit ending condition in planning models is that no more production starts will be made after time T. For the multi-period process flows considered here, variables representing process starts near the horizon are relatively less constrained under such an ending condition. (lf indeed no production starts will be made after time T, a large batch may be started in the last time period, since such starts do not have to compete with any future starts for capacity. Thus, the usual ending condition leads to unreasonable results in an optimal solution.)
This steady-state horizon condition is enforced as follows: first, process starts in all time periods falling within a cycle time of the horizon are constrained to be at the same rate; this is accomplished simply by using the same variable to represent them, appropriately scaled for differences in the lengths of time periods. To insure that these starts are fully constrained, an extra time period T + l, at least as long as the Iongest process cycle time, is added to the formulation, and constraint types (2) and (3) are enforced for this extra period. Demands in the extra period are set to be at the same rate as in period 7 by prorating the period T demands according to the ratio of period lengths. Inventory variables are excluded for both period T and period T + l, insuring there will be no overpro-duction.
It is straightforward to extend the formulation to include material capacity constraints and to accommodate alternative process flows for the same product. The formulation can also be readily extended to the multistage case, but with the following concern about constraints expressing inventory balance between consecutive stages modeled using process starts variables: In the case that process cycle times are fractional relative to the planning time grid (which is usually the case), inventory balance equations need to be enforced at fractional points of time in addition to the usual grid points [Hackman and Leachman 1989] . The formulation can also be modified to handle the case that interstage inventory balance involves binning and product substitution. This is accomplished by integrating the formulation structure discussed in the first section of the appendix with the structure presented in this section. 
